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Returning to the conference calendar for a fourth consecutive year; 
Alpine Rail Optimisation has firmly established itself as the key event 
in people’s diaries to meet with the Infrastructure Managers and 
Rail Operators from the Alpine region in order to learn how speed of 
innovation and new intelligent technologies is vital to the future of 
their operational success.

This unique event will bring together the leading rail experts from 
the Austrian, Swiss, German, Italian and French Railways to discuss 
how they are optimising the latest digital trends to increase capacity, 
improve reliability, enhance availability and drive down maintenance 
costs.

The conference will not only address the concepts and lessons learned 
for digital success, but the importance of how data is harnessed 
through the IoT to develop a smart and intelligent infrastructure, 
as well as using it to enhance fleet management efficiency and the 
availability of rolling stock assets in the region.

Alpine Rail Optimisation provides the perfect stage on which to bring 
together those with the questions, and those with the answers. It’s an 
opportunity to share experiences – and for vital collaboration.

With the number of attendees increasing year on year, I am delighted 
to invite you to join us in Vienna for what already looks set to be 
another ground-breaking fourth edition of this conference.

Ben Holliday | Managing Director
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The Infrastructure Managers of the Alpine region all recognise 
the correlation between modern railways and economic 
growth. As a result, they have now taken decisions to make 
their most significant rail investments of all time to ensure 
that the regions Railways provide integrated and inclusive, 
environmentally sound mobility by investing in the latest 
digital technologies. The investments planned are simply jaw 
dropping; Deutsche Bahn €86bn, ÖBB €17.5bn, RFI €94bn,  
SNCF €46bn & SBB €22bn respectively.

Travel is changing. Rail passengers and freight forwarders are 
no longer prepared to be the poor relation in terms of their 
transport mode of choice. Advances in digital technology 
mean that rail customers now expect a complete door-to-door 
solution, designed specifically for their needs. With ease of 
booking, ease of payment, real-time information and seamless 
transition between transport modes, rail customers now 
expect transport solutions which genuinely make it cheaper 
and easier to travel than with car ownership.

But whereas non-rail transport costs are falling, the rail 
sector continues to be further burdened by operational 
cost increases. The Governments of the Alpine Region have 
recognised that in order to make their Railways efficient, cost 
effective and fit-for-purpose for this century and beyond, 
significant investments must be made. Rail freight across the 
region is set to increase by 45% over the next 25 years, and 
passenger traffic will rise by a massive 50%.

For organisations who are wanting to work, or are already 
working in the region to increase their market share, this 
conference comes at a poignant time by offering an exclusive 
platform to raise awareness of their solutions, and ensure 
they are forefront of mind with their existing and prospective 
clients as tenders start to get announced.

WELCOME
The investments planned in the Alpine region are simply jaw dropping; 
Deutsche Bahn €86bn, ÖBB €17.5bn, RFI €94bn, SNCF €46bn & SBB 
€22bn respectively.

Our partners:

| PLATINUM

| BRONZE

| BRONZE | BRONZE| GOLD

| GOLD | GOLD | GOLD

It was great! Thank you for a perfectly organised conference. The 
visitor’s profile was perfect. You and your team know your job

| Chief Information Architect for OT & Network | ÖBB Holding
“

| GOLD
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This conference was an overwhelming occasion. I have already 
started to promote your next conference to my community and 
network. This is a must attend event in your diary!

| Digitalization - Department Manager Cross Coordination | Rail Cargo Group

“

KEY TOPICS INCLUDE:
ÖBB’s four step approach to the digital twin of the railway infrastructure

DB Netz’s approach to digitalising infrastructure project delivery: BIM & more 

SNCF’s Maintenance 4.0 strategy optimising telediagnostic & predictive maintenance

SBB’s planning pyramid to increasing more capacity for alpine rail

BLS Cargo’s method of harnessing innovation to digitalise railway assets

Trenitalia’s experience of using DMMS and WPMS to optimise maintenance operations 

Wiener Linien’s data driven approach to manage investments in infrastructure

DB Regio’s organisational impact of digitalising ECM functions

SBB Cargo’s strategy of using shock data to reign in wagon pounding

ÖBB Infra’s approach to building smart tools to enable intelligent maintenance decisions

RFI’s tactics to take forward ERTMS to create a modern European railway system

DB Cargo’s Full Digital Freight Train Operation enabled with the Digital Automated Coupler

Rail Cargo Group’s innovation management strategy to increase opportunities
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As an Infrastructure Manager or Train Operating Company, you are 
currently facing the challenge of knowing that a digital revolution 
is underway, but not necessarily knowing how to tap into these 
advances. And for those of you already well versed in the process of 
digitalisation, this conference will look beyond the future, knowing 
that advances in technology are exponentially increasing month by 
month and year by year. 

At the Alpine Rail Optimisation conference, whatever your 
current level of knowledge, you will walk away with an enormous 
understanding of the latest and most cost-effective technologies that 
will help you to achieve your operational objectives as well as being 
able to discuss new ideas and current challenges with your peers. 

Perhaps some of the greatest opportunities for the rail sector exist in 
the logistics space. IoT tracking and processing options have multiplied 
over the years and have already reached billions of connected 
devices. The impact of IoT on the logistics sector already indicates 
the opportunities for huge improvements to end to end visibility, 
benefitting the Train Operating Companies and Infrastructure 
Managers, and ultimately the end user. 

Alpine Rail Optimisation will assess the progress of the region’s use of 
the Internet of Things to date, the level of its capabilities, the practical 
steps on how to fully harness its growth, and how to mitigate the likely 
challenges to implementation. 

For delegates with the know-how to assist the Railways of the region, 
the conference is an invaluable opportunity to hear the very latest 
challenges of the Train Operating Companies and Infrastructure 
Managers first-hand. They need to understand how they can further 
modernise their networks and streamline their operations by learning 
about the latest innovative digital solutions available in the market. 

Infrastructure Managers and Train Operating Companies don’t 
always have the most up to date information on the latest technology 
in this space, or the most cost-effective solutions that will enable them 
to overcome their challenges and ultimately to grow their businesses. 

This conference represents an invaluable and timely opportunity 
for companies with the expertise, to present solutions designed for 
your existing and prospective clients, enabling them to fulfil their 
increasingly critical digitalisation goals.

WHY ATTEND?
Alpine Rail Optimisation will assess the progress of the Alpine region’s use of 
the Internet of Things to date, the level of its capabilities, the practical steps 
on how to fully harness its growth, and how to mitigate the likely challenges 
to implementation.

Supported by:

97%
of previous attendees would return

90%
of previous sponsors already rebooked

28%
increase in attendees year on year
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The event was a very positive experience. It was great to connect with 
thought leaders outside of Switzerland and hear how they are driving 
digital innovation in their companies. I received great and valuable 
follow-up inquiries because of my presentation.

| Leader of Innovation & Technology Management | SBB Infrastructure

“

CEOs

Managing Directors

Chief Information Officers

Chief Technology Officers

Directors of Procurement

Directors of IT & Strategy

Directors of Maintenance

Directors of Infrastructure

Directors of Operations

Digital Officers

Data Scientists

Heads of IoT & Big Data

Heads of Technology

Heads of Innovation

Heads of Remote Diagnostics

Heads of Innovation

Heads of Data Analytics

Heads of Signalling and Telecommunications

Heads of Cyber Security

Managers of Asset Information 

Heads of Digitalisation

Heads of Rolling Stock

Infrastructure Asset Managers

Technical Directors

WHO WILL YOU MEET?
Infrastructure Managers, Train Operating Companies and 
Transport Authorities from the Alpine region, as well as 
international Solution Providers, System Integrators, Rolling 
Stock Manufacturers, Signalling Manufacturers, Consultants, 
Engineering, Maintenance and Construction companies who are:
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Head of Digital Transformation Head of Procurement Digital 
Infrastructure

Head of SBB Technology Office 

Head of Processes 
& Digitalization for 
Infrastructure Projects

Teamleader Track Analysis 

CTO & Head of Fleet & Train 
Technology 

Head of Unit - ERTMS 
National Plan

Rolling Stock Division - Director 
of Engineering

Head of Asset Management

Michael Nahler Holger Albert

Roland Moser

Daniel Forsmann

Erik Pinter

Michael Trumpfheller

Fabio Senesi

Thierry Fort 

Marco Pagani 

Technical Director Senior Data Engineer

Marco Caposciutti Patrik Lengacher

Vice President of Customer 
Relations

Israel Baron 
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Department Manager for 
Innovation Management 

Sandra Bachler

Lead Architect Intelligent 
Freight Train & Digital 
Automated Coupling

Andreas Haller
Vice President and Global Head, 
Digital Products & Services

Maximilian Eichhorn

Digital Transformation 
Lead, Infrastructure Dep

Director of Technology

Product Owner – Continuous 
Track Monitoring 

Daniel Doetzl

Florian Auer

Amogh Shurpali

Business Development Lead

Waqaas Rehman

CEO

Jarek Rosinski

Business Development Director

Jenny Hudson



INVESTMENTS & OBJECTIVES FOR THE REGION

Registration and Welcome Refreshments in the Exhibition Area 08:25

Ben Holliday, Managing Director, Rotaia Media (Organiser) and the Conference Chairman’s 
Welcome Address

08:55

9

AGENDA

How to manage massive investments in infrastructure?

Why is there no alternative to digitization in rail infrastructure?

What are Implications for the procurement infrastructure?

Holger Albert | Head of Procurement Digital Infrastructure | Deutsche Bahn

Market impacts of the digitization of railway infrastructure

09:15

How do we plan the rail network today, and how should we do it in the future?

A paradigm shift in how to prioritize rolling stock tech, smart timetabling, 
track layouts, ATO and infrastructure

An example on how SBB applies the new concept for a planned project

Roland Moser | Head of SBB Technology Office | SBB

The planning pyramid – Towards more capacity for alpine rails

09:45

Creating a near time shadow of the digital track and assets

Changing business processes for data input to the digital twin

Value of use cases for the digital twin

Michael Nahler | Head of Digital Transformation | ÖBB-Infrastruktur

ÖBB’s four steps approach to the Digital Twin of the Railway Infrastructure

09:00

How to generate information and recommendation from sub-system data?

How to organize the Internet of Trains across various stakeholders?

Maximilian Eichhorn | Vice President and Global Head, Digital Products & Services | Knorr-Bremse

IoT – Internet of Trains

09:30

Plan more traffic without building more tracks and dynamically adjust to 
disruptions as they happen

Applying Deep Reinforcement Learning AI to capture and solve the 
complexity of the network and rail operating environment

An AI-based Capacity & Traffic management system blueprint to automate 
planning, scheduling and dispatching

Waqaas Rehman, Business Development Lead, InstaDeep

Transforming the Railway Industry with AI

10:00
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DIGITALISATION & INNOVATION IN FREIGHT OPERATIONS

Morning Refreshments in the Networking & Exhibition Area10:15

Why innovation is essential - opportunities and challenges

Our vision for 2040+

Outlook: next steps

Sandra Bachler | Department Manager for Innovation Management | Rail Cargo Group

Innovation Management at Rail Cargo Group

10:45

Digital Automated Coupler (DAC)

Full Digital Freight Train Operation (FDFTO)

Europe’s Rail Joint Undertaking (ERJU)

Andreas Haller | Lead Architect Intelligent Freight Train & Digital Automated Coupling | DB Cargo

Full Digital Freight Train Operation enabled with the Digital Automated Coupler

11:30

RESERVED - Speaker to be confirmed11:15

Regarding railway assets, innovation and digitalization are seldom synonyms

Due to overregulation and lack of scale, digitalization done wrong can and 
will cause more harm than benefit

Appropriately applied digitalization of railway assets can however further 
enable rail traffic to become more cost efficient and even greener

Marco Pagani | Head of Asset Management | BLS Cargo

Why innovation in the railway sector needs to be more than just digitalization

11:00

Paradigm Shift - Developing an asset centric application

Digital Twin as an integral part of the data and IT infrastructure

How can we leverage the digital twin in SBB Cargo’s future developments

Patrik Lengacher | Senior Data Engineer | SBB Cargo

Shadow IT – Lifting the curtain for Digital Twin

11:45

Lunch and Networking in the Exhibition Area12:00
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DIGITALISATION & INNOVATION IN RAILWAY OPERATIONS

Telediagnostic & predictive maintenance

Lessons learnt in SNCF

Use case: Fleet management challenges

Thierry Fort | Rolling Stock Division - Director of Engineering | SNCF

Maintenance 4.0: New rolling stock, new technologies, new needs!

13:15

Digitalization is necessary for optimizing maintenance operations and costs

Experiences of DMMS (Dynamic Maintenance Management System)

Experiences of WPMS (Wheel Profile Measurement System

Marco Caposciutti | Technical Director | Trenitalia

Experience of Trenitalia using DMMS and WPMS

13:45

Trains with Brains® - The future of infrastructure and rolling stock monitoring is here

Brain borne infrastructure and asset monitoring solutions

AI/ML supported condition monitoring, data analysis and predictive maintenance

Real-life case studies of how Trains with Brains® is revolutionising the rail sector globally

Jarek Rosinski | CEO | Transmission Dynamics
Jenny Hudson | Business Development Director | Transmission Dynamics

13:30

14:00 Israel Baron | Vice President of Customer Relations | Cervello

Leveraging Artificial Intelligence in Rail Cybersecurity to Strengthen Operational Safety

Turning data into a powerful resource for more accurate assessments and alerts

Utilizing context-aware security to protect mission-critical networks

Optimizing incident response processes with operational impact analysis

14:15

Connecting operations data along the ECM-processes

Organisational impact of digitalising the ECM functions

Benefits and Learnings

Michael Trumpfheller | CTO & Head of Fleet & Train Technology | DB Regio

Digitalisation of the ECM functions

14:30

How to create a digital twin of all vibrational patterns along a network, using 
one dark fibre

Applying highly specialized algorithms to monitor minimal vibrational 
changes

Translate these findings into actionable information on track condition to 
empower targeted and efficient maintenance

Amogh Shurpali | Product Owner – Continuous Track Monitoring | Sensonic

Vibrations - Condition based maintenance and the missing puzzle
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DIGITALISATION & INNOVATION IN RAIL INFRASTRUCTURE
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As demand for freight rail services dramatically increases, what are your 
challenges in supporting future growth?

Are long standing, traditional standards and rules preventing, or at least 
slowing down Railways of maximising the full potential of new digital 
technologies which the industry has to offer?

How are you optimising digital solutions to obtain smart data to increase the 
efficiency and services of your operations?

Thierry Fort | Rolling Stock Division - Director of Engineering | SNCF 

Michael Trumpfheller | CTO / Head of Fleet and Train Technology | DB Regio 

Marco Pagnani | Head of Asset Management | BLS Cargo 

Patrik Lengacher | Senior Data Engineer | SBB Cargo

Marco Caposciutti | Technical Director | Trenitalia

Rail Operators Panel Discussion

What can be achieved from digitising my railway operations?

Panellists:

14:45

Challenges: Why digitalization is not an option, but a must-have for our 
infrastructure project delivery

Status: Where do we stand with developing & implementing BIM & Co.

Outlook: How does our vision for a digital infrastructure project delivery looks 
like and what do we need to do to achieve it

Daniel Forsmann | Head of Processes & Digitalization for Infrastructure Projects | DB Netz

Digitalizing Infrastructure Project Delivery: BIM & more at DB Netz AG

15:45

Development of customer needs in regards of capacity and process-safety

Digital Railway Solutions Alliance making complex products simple

Holistic approach in executing End-to-End solutions

16:00 Florian Auer | Director of Technology | Plasser & Theurer 

End-to-End Solutions for Railway Infrastructure

Building a BigData platform to analyze, understand and model track 
condition and degradation

Building Smart Tools to enable intelligent maintenance decisions

Current insights and challenges

Erik Pinter | Teamleader Track Analysis | ÖBB-Infrastruktur AG

From BigData to Smart Tools for decision making

16:15
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How important is it for Railways to collaborate with solution providers as speed 
of innovation and systems based on AI are now key requirements in order to solve 
maintenance problems?

With the numerous digital solutions now available that collect Big Data, what are 
your challenges in distinguishing between the mass of data which is collected, and 
smart data that is useful to help you with your maintenance operations?

It could be argued that the rail industry is regimented by standards, rather than 
continuous learning. What do you feel needs to change to harness the latest 
digital solutions available to enable the rail sector to thrive in the 21st century?

Infrastructure Manager Panel Discussion

How are you embracing the latest digital technologies to help you achieve a more 
intelligent infrastructure?

17:00

Erik Pinter | Teamleader Track Analysis | ÖBB-Infrastruktur AG 

Daniel Doetz | Digital Transformation Lead, Infrastructure Dep | Wiener Linien 

Roland Moser | Head of SBB Technology Office | SBB 

Daniel Forsmann | Head of Processes & Digitalization for Infrastructure Projects | DB Netz 

Florian Auer | Director of Technology | Plasser & Theurer

Panellists:

Chairman’s Closing Comments17:30

Drinks Reception17:35

ERTMS Deployment in Italy

Advantages of ERTMS

Tender strategy in Italy

Fabio Senesi | Head of Unit - ERTMS National Plan | RFI

How to take forward the ERTMS for a modern European railway system

16:30

Ways how Wiener Linien collect condition-based data 

The challenge to keep condition-based time series in an heterogeneous IT landscape

How to bring condition-based information to the strategic management

Daniel Doetz | Digital Transformation Lead, Infrastructure Dep | Wiener Linien

Wiener Linien’s data driven approach to manage investments in infrastructure

16:45
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Vienna Marriott Hotel,
Parkring 12a, Vienna, 1010, Austria
TEL: 0043 1515180

The Vienna Marriot Hotel is located in the vibrant City Centre, with exceptional placement on the 
breath taking Ringstrasse. Within easy reach of all the city’s major attractions and situated just 12.4 
miles from Vienna International Airport, you can take the City Airport Train (CAT) to Wien Mitte/
Landstrasse for just 11 Euros.

Conference delegate fee includes:

If you have a question about the event or how you can be involved, please contact Ben Holliday at:

Delegate welcome pack

Buffet lunch and morning and afternoon refreshments

Complimentary networking drinks reception

Presentation materials post event

THE VENUE

DELEGATE RATES

The Vienna Marriott Hotel

ben.holliday@rotaiamedia.com or 0044 (0)7904 374271

Infrastructure Managers, Train Operators, Transport Authorities & Academics:

Suppliers, Manufacturers, Consultants, Engineering & Leasing Companies:

Early bird discount offer of £300 + VAT until 18th August 2023. £500 + VAT thereafter

Early bird discount offer of £700 + VAT until 18th August 2023. £995 + VAT thereafter

mailto:ben.holliday@rotaiamedia.com


Congratulations on your event. It was superbly organised and 
executed. Some of the presentations were very exciting for me and 
the opportunities to exchange and network with other industry 
colleagues were ideal

| Head of Group Strategy, Marketing & Business Development | Rhomberg Sersa

“

Make a presentation to an audience 
of existing and prospective clients and 
highlight how your solutions can help them 
achieve their goals and objectives

Sit on a panel discussion debate with your 
existing and prospective clients to discuss 
the industry’s most pressing topics which 
will raise your company’s profile as a 
thought leader in your field

Have an exhibition stand which acts as a 
focal point for you to meet face-to-face 
with your existing and prospective clients, 
and offer them a solution to overcome their 
current challenges

Benefit from a targeted marketing 
campaign in advance of the event and align 
your brand with existing and prospective 
clients who are also supporting the event

Reduce your overheads and meet with your 
existing and potential clients in one place

Differentiate your expertise from that of 
your competition when they are targeting 
the same prospective clients

MARKETING OPPORTUNITIES
Does your company have the solutions to help the 
Infrastructure Managers and Train Operating Companies from 
the Alpine region fulfil their increasingly critical digitalisation 
goals during a period when they are seeking help and expertise?

If the answer is YES, there are numerous opportunities at the conference to promote your expertise:

Unlike most conference organisers who offer standard sponsorship packages, at Rotaia Media we 
create and design bespoke sponsorship packages for each individual client. In doing this, you can be 
assured that you are investing in a tailored solution to help you meet and exceed your objectives. If you 
are interested in discovering how you can raise your profile at the event, influence your prospective 
clients and build future business relationships, please contact Ben Holliday at:
ben.holliday@rotaiamedia.com or 0044 (0)7904 374271.

15

ben.holliday@rotaiamedia.com
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Ben Holliday | Managing Director

With a wealth of knowledge of the international 
rail industry and a successful delivery record in 
delivering business opportunities for his clients, 
Ben has established close relationships with the 
owners and board level management of Railway 
Infrastructure Managers, Train Operators, national 
and local Transport Authorities and leading rail 
industry suppliers from around the globe.

Ben has a formidable reputation for delivering 
outstanding value to his rail sector clients. 

By choosing to work with ROTAIA MEDIA, you 
are being given the ideal platform to engage face 
to face with your target audience – key buyers of 
infrastructure and rolling stock solutions. ROTAIA 
MEDIA’s goal is simply: to match buyer requirements 
with expert solutions. We exist to help you to help 
them.

ABOUT THE ORGANISER

MEDIA PARTNERS

ROTAIA MEDIA was founded by Ben Holliday, a publishing 
and events specialist with more than 18 years of experience of 
specifically working in the rail sector.

Thank you Ben for a great event and for it being perfectly organised. 
The visitor’s profile was perfect; you certainly know the right 
people to attract to your events. Well done!
| Head of Sales | Siemens

“



| www.iotandbigdatainrail.com

Optimising smart data through harnessing the IoT for cost efficient predictive 

maintenance & fully optimised asset management to increase capacity, improve 

reliability, minimise downtime and reduce maintenance costs.

For speaking, exhibiting and sponsoring opportunities, please contact 

Ben Holliday at  ben.holliday@rotaiamedia.com

| COLOGNE, 31ST MAY & 1ST JUNE 2023

THE NUMBER ONE EVENT TO MATCH BUYER 

REQUIREMENTS WITH EXPERT SOLUTIONS 

DURING THE RAIL SECTORS DIGITAL EVOLUTION


